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Abstract 
In this paper, the Japanese speech-to-text system is built. By wavelet transformation, Japanese 
speech changes into more di8tinguishing tim~~frequency inforrnation than the original signal. The 
patterns of time~frequency which often appear in Japanese 8peech are extracted by u8ing the growing 
cell structure. The growing cell structure is trained by the ordinary Japanese speech for 8everal hours. 
The basic syllable file makes the growing cell structure to be reduced, and it is poesible to transform 
Japaneee speech to text. Finally, an experiment result is described. 
l Introduction 
In this research, Japanese speech-to-text conversion system is constructed. The present stage is per-
forming the training and the recognition of a growing cell structure network only by the author's speech. 
The section 2 describes the features of Japanese speech. In the section 3, continuous wavelet trans-
formation is used in order to take out time-frequency information from a speech signal. The following 
section 4 describes the growing cell structure which extracts the features from the time-frequency in-
formation obtained by wavelet transformation. In the section 5, the growing cell structure is made to 
reduce by using a basic syllable file, then Japanese speech recognition is performed. The final section 6 
reports an experiment result, and the problems and the future research subject are mentioned. 
2 The featureS Of JapaneSe Speech 
Japanese has a phonetic syllabary which is called "kana" . The "kana" alphabet and its reading 
correspond one-to-one. The Japanese syllabary is raised to table 1. The number of Japanese syllabaries 
is about 100. The " kanar alphabets which cannot distinguish by pronunciation was bundled with [ l 
When Japanese phones are divided into vowels and consonants, Japanese has only 5 kinds of vowel 
sounds (~)(a)/ly¥(i)/ 5 (u)/;~ (e)/~;(o)). Moreover, the reading is hardly infiuenced by the order of 
syllabaries. The reading of syllabary changes a little according to the last syllabary and next syllabary. 
If it is in English or French case, the pronunciation will be influenced of about seven alphabets order. 
Since the intonation of a sentence is also few, and since one phone corresponds to one "kana" alphabet, 
tim~frequency analysis is very efiiective in the Japanese speech-to-text conversion system. In this paper, 
the Japanese speech is a monophonic recording , 16 bits per one sample, eoOO sampling per second sound. 
' osaka kyoiku Uni+ersity 
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　あ（a）
　か（㎞）
　さ（・・）
　た（ta）
　な（㎜）
　は（ha）
　ま（ma）
　や（ya）
　ら（・a）
　わ（W・）
　が（9a）
　ざ（・・）
　だ（da）
　ば（ba）
　ぱ（P・）
きや（kya）
ぎや（9y・）
しや（Sya）
じや（Zya）
ちや（tya）
［ぢや（d－ya）］
にや（nya．）
ひや（hy・）
びや（bya）
ぴや（Py・）
みや（mya）
りや（rya）
　ん（㎜）
い（i）
き（ki）
し（Si）
ち（ti）
に（ni）
ひ（hi）
み（mi）
　り（ri）
［うい（Wi）］
　ぎ（9i）
　じ（Zi）
［ぢ（di）コ
　ぴ（bi）
　ぴ（Pi）
［きい（kyi）］
［ぎい（餅）］
［しい（Syi）］
［じい（Z皿）］
〔ちい（tyi）］
〔ぢい（d。ブ）］
口こい（nyi）コ
［ひい（hyi）］
〔びい（byi）コ
［ぴい（Pカ）］
［みい（myi）］
［りい（剛］
　つ（tt）
う（u）
く（㎞）
す（Su）
つ（tu）
ぬ（㎜）
ふ（血）
む（㎜u）
ゆ（yu）・
る（ru）
　ぐ（9u）
　ず（Zu）
［づ（d・）］
　ぶ（bu）
　ぷ（Pu）
きゆ（kW）．
ぎゆ（9yu）
しゆ（Syu）
じゆ（Zyu）
ちゆ（tyu）
［ぢゆ（dyu）］
にゆ（nw）
ひゆ（hyu）
びゆ（byu）
ぴゆ（Py・）
みゆ（myu）
りゆ（ryu）
え（・）
け（ke）
せ（se）
て（te）
ね（ne）
へ（he）
め（me）
　れ（re）
［うえ（We）コ
　げ（9・）
　ぜ（・・）
　で（de）
　べ（be）
　べ（Pe）
［きえ（kye）］
［ぎえ（9ye）］
［しえ（Sye）］
［じえ（Zye）］
［ちえ（tye）］
［ぢえ（dye）コ
〔にえ（nye）］
〔ひえ（hye）］
［ぴえ（bye）］
〔ぴえ（Pye）］
［みえ（mye）］
［りえ（rye）］
　お（O）
　こ（kO）
　そ（SO）
　と（tO）
　の（m）
　ほ（ho）
　も（mO）
　よ（yO）
　ろ（m）
［を（WO）］
　ごt9・）
　ぞ（・・）
　ど（dO）
　ぼ（b・）
　ぼ（P・）
きょ（kyo）
ぎよ（9y・）
しよ（SyO）
じよ（ZyO）
ちょ（tyO）
〔ぢよ（dyO）〕
‘こよ（nyO）
ひよ（hyo）
ぴよ（by・）
ぴよ（Py・）
みょ（myO）
りょ（・y・）
Tab1e1：Japan蘭e　phonetic　syllaba－ry
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Figure l: Meyer wavelet N = 8 
scale j main frequency 
33 184 Hz 
34 20(; Hz 
time step time step of the orthonormal basis 
50180CO sec = 0.00625 0.021 sec 
50/8000 sec = 0.00625 0.018 sec 
42 530 Hz 50/8000 sec = O.00625 0.0071 sec 
Table 2: The discretization of parameters and main frequency 
3 COntinuOuS WaVelet tranSfOrmatiOn 
In this paper, a speech signal is not treated as it is, but we deal with the time-frequency information 
obtained from the speedh signal using continuous wavelet transformation. Here, we use the Meyer wavelet 
with rational dilation factor ([1],[2]). 
For a natural number N e N, this wavelet ip(x) has the dilation factor a = ~~, such that the set of 
f unctions 
ag/2rp (a'x - k) , j, k e Z 
constitutes an orthonormal basis of L2(R). We choose N = 8, a = 1.125, a6 = 2.027 - 2 (see figure 1). 
The main frequency of this wavelet ip(x) is about 12~+N~2~ 7r = (128/17)7r - 7.537r = 7.53/2Hz 
The discretization of the parameters is 
aj/2op aj(x - kB) , ', ) 3keZ 
and we choose a = 9/8, B = 50/8000 = 0.00625. Furthermore, the scale parameter j = 33, 34, ･ ･ ･ , 42 
are only used (table 2). The main frequencies of corresponding to these scales are from 184 Hz to 530 
Hz. As processing of a male voice signal, although the larger frequency band (from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz) 
should have been investigated, in order to shorten calculation time, the frequency band was narrowed 
down. 
By continuous wavelet transformation, a speech signal of eoOO samplings per second is changed into 
the tim(>frequency information which consists of 240 lO~limensional vectors per second. As the ex-
ample, figure 2 shows the voice signal which the author pronounced Japanese vowel " ~~ (a) " ,and the 
wavelet transform corresponding to this vowel is raised to figure 3. This continuous wavelet transform 
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~~)(a) 
2 oooo 
1 oooo 
?
-1 oooO 
-20000 
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Figure 2: A voice signal of Japanese vowel " ~5 (a) ,' 
~5(a) wavelet coeff!s j= 33....42 
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Figure 3: The absolute value of wavelet coefficients corresponding to " ~~ (a) Frequency is so high that ,' 
it becomes this side. 
is calculated by numerical integration, assumed that this wavelet's support is [-3.5,4.5]. Moreover the 
only abcolute value of wavelet coefiicients is used in this research. 
4 GrOWing Cell Structure 
In the foregoing section, using continuous wavelet transformation, the speech signal was changed into 
the tim~frequency information. This time-frequency information is a time series of 240 lO:dimensional 
vectors per second. Since the author usually pronounce I Japanese phonetic syllabary from 0.2 seconds 
to 0.5 seconds, I syllabary has from 50 to 100 lO-dimensional vectors. 
What phonetic syllabary is in signal is presumed by along what orbit these 10-dimension vectors pass. 
For that , it is necessary to pursue or approximate these 10*dimention orbits. Here, we use the growing 
cell structure proposed by B. Fritzke([3]). 
The growing cell structure is the graph which consists of vertexes and edges in 10Ldimensional space. 
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The structure is changed according to the inputs. Each vertex {vi} has 2 variables. One is the position 
of the vertex in 10-dimensional (vi.Position) space, and another is the accumulated error (vi.error). Each 
edge {ej} has 4 variables. First 2 variables are the numbers of two vertexes where the edge connects 
(ej'vertexJlol,ej'verte~n02), 3rd variable is age of the edge (ej'age), and last variable is the accumulated 
error of the edge (ej'error). 
First, we take two or more vertexes which have different positions each other. Next, the graph is 
changed as follows, according to the input w . 
1. Chose the point vk nearest the input w and the point vl near the next. 
2. The distance to the input w is added to the accumulated error of the nearest point (vk.error). 
3. The nearest point is moved in the input direction at a rate of alpha, and the point near the next 
is also moved in the input direction at a rate of beta (a > p). 
4. IF there is the edge which connects vk and vl , then the age of this edge sets O, and the distance 
to the input w is added to the accumulated error of this edge. Else we make a new edge which 
connects vk and vl , set the age of this edge to O, and let the accumulated error of this edge be the 
distance to the input. 
5. I is added to the age of every edge. 
For a fixed period of inputs, an addition of a new vertex, deletion of edges, and deletion of points are 
performed. Therefore the graph is updated. 
When the accumulated error of vertex vk which has the m8ximum accumulated error exceeds the 
threshold (error_threshold) , an addition of new vertex is performed in the following ways. 
1. Select the edge ej which connects with vk and which has the maximum edge error. The vertex vl 
is .another connected vertex of this edge ej . 
2. A new vertex v~ is made at the midpoint of the edge ej, and the error v~ is equal to the half of 
the error of this edge. Moreover, the error of vk and vl is reduced by the half of the error of this 
edge. 
3. A new edge which connects vk and v* , and another new edge which connects vl and v~ are 
produced. Let their edge error be the half of the error of edge ej' Delete the edge ej' 
4. The accumulated error of all vertexes and edges is gamma(< 1) times. 
When the age of some edge exceeds the threshold (edge_threshold), this edge is deleted. Also, the 
vertex which is connected with no edges is deleted. 
In this paper, the parameters of the growing cell structure are defined as follows. 
a = O O1 p O OCOI nf = 0.5, 
error_threshold = 5000.0, edge threshold 96000 
An addition and deletion of a vertex, and deletion of a edge were worked to every 240 inputs (i.e. per 1 
second). Moreover, the edge not used during 400 seconds was deleted. 
In this parameter setting, after the growing cell structure was trained 3 times for the 3 hours Japanes~ 
speech signal, the graph consisted of 5512 vertexes and 71452 edges. 
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5 Reduclng the grOWlng cell Structure and pattern recOgnitiOn 
In the foregoing section, when the growing cell structure was trained for the Japanese speech signal, 
the graph became very large, and so real-time processing became hard. Then the graph will be narrowed 
down, and the pattern recognition of ~peech signal will be performed. 
In order to learn the correspondence between continuous wavelet transforms of the reading of Japanese 
phonetic syllabary and Japanese characters, the text file which corresponds with the voice signal is 
prepared. This voice signal consists of single sounds raised to table I and the set of 3 successive single 
sounds. 
The parameters of the growing cell structure is defined as no new vertexes is inserted and as a, p 
is small enough. Then the growing cell structure is trained for this voice signal, until the number of 
vertexes and edges becomes fewer about 10 percent. 
Next, when the voice signal pass the vertex and edge of the growing cell structure, the character 
corresponding to the voice signal is multiply assigned to the vertex and edge. Moreover, the silent state 
where it does not correspond to a voice is registered as a pause of the syllable. Especially the vertexes 
and edges characteristic of consonants are marked importantly 
In order to make growing cell structure smaller, the vertexes that the distance for 2 vertexes is near 
are unified at the new vertex. Moroover, the edges are integrated simultaneously However, in the case 
of a vertex characteristic of consonants, this operation is not performed. By operation of reducing this 
graph, the number of vertexes and edges is reduced about to ll3, and the number of vertexes is made 
into about 2000 pieces. 
The character recognition process works as follows. While scanning input w, until it comes to the 
vertex corresponding with a character, no speech recognition is carried out. If four edges showing the 
same character continue, then recognition process starts. Whether the vertex expresses the vowel sound 
or the consonant sound is distinguished. In the case of consonant, since the consonant is connected with 
a vowel, when the vowel sound has come, we detect what the syllable is. In a vowel case, a character is 
decided as the vowel sound as it is. We measure time until the new consonant comes or until another 
vowel comes or until the silent state comes. If this time interval is less than O. I seconds, the detected 
character is canceled as if it was the error. If this time interval is from 0.2 seconds to 0.5 seconds, the 
detected character is written in the output text file. If this time interval is very long, it judges with what 
the same vowel sound follows, and the vowel sound is added suitably 
6 An experiment reSult and prOblemS 
With an author's speech, this speech-to-text system was tried . The specs of the used computer are 
that CPU is Pentium 120 MB and loading memory is g6 MB. It is 0.5 seconds necessary to convert l 
seconds speech signal to continuous wavelet transform. 
A great portion of time required to train the growing cell structure is calculation of the distance 
between the input and the vertex. When the growing cell structure has 5000 vertexes, it is 5 seconds 
necessary to train for I seconds speech signal. Therefore, it is required for 45 hours to learn 3 times the 
speech signal of 3 hours. 
The process which makes the growing cell structure reduce is required about 6 hours. The work so far 
doesn't need to be performed on real-time. 
Now, we will investigate the required time of speech-to-text process which will be desired to perform 
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on real-time. For I seconds speech signal, the wavelet transform needs about O. 5 seconds. Since the 
growing cell structure has about 2000 vertexes, this graph needs about 2 seconds. The last recognition 
work is required about 0.5 seconds. After all, it is required for about 3 seconds to recognize I second 
speech signal by the present system. 
About recognition accuracy, this system is extremely sensitive to the height of volume, the speech 
speed and the height of voice. Therefore, if possible, it is necessary to maintain the volume and the 
pronunciation speed of the s8Jrne about as the time of learning. 
When the speech divided for every syllable is inputted, the rate of a correct answer was 95 % . In this 
case, the errors are mostly produced by the noise which is blowing the breath on the microphone , or 
the height of volume. 
Next, in the case of speaking ordinarily, the rate of recognition is about 80 %. The most errors occur 
in a mistake of the pause of characters. 
In order to reduce the sensitive nature to volume, when the e2 norm of wavelet coefiicients exceeds a 
certain threshold below which it is judged that this part of speech is silent, the wavelct ooefficients are 
divided by there 12 norm. Then, although this system become strong to change of volume, it become 
dif~cult to discern consonants which are called fortises (i.e. p,t,k,etc.). For example, " ~)h~(aka):red" or 
" ~>k* (kata) :shoulder" are hard to recognize. The rate of recognition in this case is about 75 % . 
A future subject is recognition with another person's speech. First, since from the point of calculation 
speed, the frequency band was set by the author's speech and narrowed down as much as possible, it 
needs to extend. 
Second, since the work which makes 3 hour speech signal to train the growing cell structure is very 
tedious, and since calculation time of this training is very long, there is an author's speech in this portion. 
Then the correspondence file of sounds and characters is created by another man, and speech-to-text 
test will be performed. In this case, work which shifts a frequency band will be also needed. 
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